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Abstract— An Arduino each by one robot is a robotic 

device that's powered by an Arduino microcontroller 

board and is able of performing colourful functions 

similar as seeing, movement, and communication. The 

design of the robot incorporates several factors including 

motors, detectors, selectors, and a microcontroller unit. 

The robot can be programmed to perform 2 different 

tasks 2 using software programs. The Arduino 

microcontroller board serves as the brain of the robot and 

controls all its functions. It receives data from colourful 

detectors and processes it to make opinions on how to 

act. The motors give the necessary movement for the 

robot to move and interact with its terrain.   The detectors 

enable the robot to descry and respond to changes in its 

terrain, similar as light, sound, temperature, and stir. 

Selectors allow the robot to perform physical conduct 

similar as absorbing objects, turning clods, or pressing 

buttons. The each-by- one design of the robot means that 

it has all the necessary factors integrated into a single 

device. This makes it easy to use and program, especially 

for newcomers who may not have experience in erecting 

robots from scrape. The robot can be used for colourful 

purposes similar as educational, exploration, and 

entertainment. In summary, an Arduino each- by- one 

robot is a protean device that combines the power of an 

Arduino microcontroller board with colourful factors 

similar as motors, detectors, and selectors to produce a 

functional robotic device able of performing a range of 

tasks..   
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1) INTRODUCTION 

Robots are the future and the future is now! This robot 

was mainly built from Arduino and combining various 

projects of Arduino to form a Multi Featured Arduino 

Robot. The robot acts as a smart car which is capable of 

understanding, controlling as an RC car and even 

avoiding obstacles while moving. It is mainly controlled 

through an Android phone which is connected to it 

through Bluetooth. Based on features involved and Tilt 

sensing, it can really behave like a cute, smart robot car. 

Arduino is an open-source devices stage subject to easy 

to use hardware and programming. Arduino sheets can 

understand inputs light on a sensor, a finger on a catch, 

and transform it's anything but a yield actuating an 

engine, turning on a LED, passing on something on the 

web You can direct your board by sending a lot of 

bearings to the microcontroller on the board. 

 

To do so you utilize the Arduino programming language 

(thinking about Wiring), and the Arduino Software 

(IDE), considering Processing. Arduino insinuates an 

open-source devices stage or board and the item used to 

program it. Arduino is intended to make gadgets more 

open to specialists, architects, specialists and anyone 

keen on establishing intelligent items or conditions. The 

Arduino Robot is the primary authority Arduino on 

wheels. The robot frame is included two sequentially 

associated stages, every one of which includes an 

ATmega32U4 and goes about as an autonomous Arduino 

board. 

 

The lower stage, or Motor Board, controls the two 

coordinated DC engines and incorporates five reflectance 

sensors that can be utilized for line following or edge 
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recognition. The robot dispatches completely collected 

and incorporates a USB link, rechargeable batteries, and 

a divider connector for charging. 

2) LITERATURE REVIEW 

we recognize we are residing within the generation of 

rapid processing gadget the location every task could be 

result in few 2nd, one-of-a-kind technological phrases 

inclusive of robotics and IoT were viewed an essential 

phase of our everyday activities (1)-(3). Despite the fact 

that its advancement and obstacles can be solved 

essential problems and maintain lives for plenty human 

beings for political or monetary capabilities (4)-(7). 

Within the digital technology, pace, automation and 

flexibility are important defines that is allowing 

researcher(s) to fulfil the difficulties of the societies 

toward the rapid improvement of the techs (8-11). 

Robotic(s) had been turning into dynamically wonderful 

for some of widespread purposes (12)-(14). Due to 

human discount things to do in an excessive 

environment. The land mines and metallic detecting 

robot(s) are the advance innovating method for metal & 

living objects detection method (22). Multi-sensor 

robotic system, path making plans also; & vehicle-

installed sensors are one-of-a-kind strategy that used to 

finding & understand mines direction for the troopers 

through minefields (26). Robotics, communique, and 

facts evaluation were advancement with high-pace 

finished in land (mine) detecting location (1). Facts 

mgmt.; evaluation, & archive for the detection, 

navigation for location and mapping place to greater 

deployed probabilities for moreover mapping and 

detection regions. Automation mechanism provides 

much less complicated and quicker scanning gives the 

guarantee to speedily scanning process and investigation 

robotically. As in good way, it suits extra deploy abilities 

primarily based at the massive information get in to 

reveal & apprehend metals & mineral mines from 

extraordinary objective(s). Numerous trials through 

manner of authors has made for the look-up for 

improvement issue assist, human risks and risky issues 

with the useful resource of proposing numerous 

environment friendly and appropriate robotics mine 

detector with several sensors’ layout. Latest robotics 

research involves a number of tendencies inclusive of 

sensor technology. Propose {Marwan} that is a land-

mine detects robot system. Marwan gets support with a 

robotic arm and furnished seen records to be a visible 

serving system. [32]. Additionally, brought a metal mine 

alerts for detection motive to estimate the depth of the 

metal objectives. The metallic mine detector using robot 

manipulator to take benefit of immoderate precision 

scanning of the minefield; the proposed detector become 

once fast and accurate in humanitarian demining; as 

properly, it pre-construct library containing records of 

many targets at particular postures and depths [33].  

Whereas, a far-flung robot is finished to choose out 

employee’s landmines in various domains. The detector 

was were given (87% nearly) accuracy from a fixed of 

eight considered one of a kind substance in figuring out 

mines. Additionally, the detection device may be 

implemented in notable terrains [34]. Brought 3-manner 

to stop the troubles of the usage of one technological 

expertise with the useful resource of the use of facts of 

multi-sensor tool based totally, totally on developing 

selection level fusion to reduce false alarms [26]. Whilst, 

introduced multi-sensor information-fusion strategy by 

means of way of a excessive- accuracy geo-refer; the 

field-information acquired through more than one 

structures to localize and become aware of features in 

landmines vicinity. As alongside, fabricated and 

designed an surroundings friendly wireless control 

robotic to word land mine in defense fields as nicely 

fending off limits robustly; h-bridge module is used to 

manage the robotic wheels and wireless digital digicam 

is attached to capture and placed off the robot spot [37]. 

Additionally, propose a low-level altitude unbiased flew 

to word land mines; device called backstepping (+daf) 

that is an integrated device structure base totally to mild-

weight gpr [38]. A hybridized platform brought it to the 

means of et al. gharries (2017), pace facts transferred and 

transmit incredible in decorative vital point vacation spot 

which is basis of totally to the internet server and a 

database server purposes and to keep statistics associated 

with the navigation vicinity for contemporary-day and 

detection or future research motive
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3) WORKING PRINCIPLE 

Metal locators work by sending an electromagnetic field 

from the inquiry loop into the ground. Any metal items 

(focuses) inside the electromagnetic field will become 

stimulated and retransmit their very own electromagnetic 

field. The finder's hunt loop gets the retransmitted field 

and cautions the client by delivering an objective 

reaction. Minilab metal finders are equipped for 

separating between various objective sorts and can be set 

to overlook undesirable targets. 

   1. Control Box 

The control box contains the locator's gadgets. This is 

where the communicate signal is produced and the get 

signal is handled and changed over into an objective 

reaction. 

2. Search Loop 

The identifier's hunt loop sends the electromagnetic field 

into the ground and gets the return electromagnetic field 

from an objective. 

3. Send Electromagnetic Field (visual portrayal just - 

blue) 

The communicate electromagnetic field invigorates 

focuses to empower them to be recognized. 

4. Target 

An objective is any metal item that can be recognized by 

a metal identifier. In this model, the identified objective 

is treasure, which is a decent (acknowledged) target. 

5. Undesirable Objective 

Undesirable targets are by and large ferrous (drawn to a 

magnet), like nails, however can likewise be non-ferrous, 

for example, bottle tops. On the off chance that the metal 

finder is set to dismiss undesirable focuses on, an 

objective reaction won't be delivered for those objectives. 

6. Get Electromagnetic Field (visual portrayal just - 

yellow) 

The get electromagnetic field is created from empowered 

targets and is gotten by the pursuit loop. 

7. Target Reaction (visual portrayal just - green) 

At the point when a decent (acknowledged) target is 

identified the metal locator will create a discernible 

reaction, like a signal or change in tone. Numerous 

Minilab indicators likewise give a visual presentation of 

target data, for example, an ID number or 2 layered 

show. Components: 

 

 
 

                    Working Model 

4) MAIN COMPONENTS 

2.1 ARDUINO ALL IN ONE ROBOT 

Arduino All in One Robot refers to robotic platform that 

considers an Arduino microcontroller Board with various 

sensor and actuators and other components to create 

versatile and customizable robot. Arduino is an open 

source electronics platform that provides a simple and 

accessible way to create interactive projects, including 

projects 
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2.2 WHY WOULD I USE ARDUINO? 

10 years prior, working around hardware included 

information in material science and math, costly lab gear, 

a lab type arrangement and significant of all, affection for 

gadgets. Be that as it may, the image has changed 

throughout the decade or so where the previously 

mentioned factors got immaterial to work around 

hardware with the exception of the last part: love for 

gadgets. 

 

2.3 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 

Arduino sheets are for the most part dependent on 

microcontrollers from Atmel Corporation like 8, 16 or 

32-digit AVR engineering based microcontrollers we 

need to utilize IDE given by Arduino. The Arduino IDE 

depends on processing programming language and 

supports C and C++. Arduino sheets cap understand 

inputs-light on a sensor, a finger on a catch, or Twitter 

message and transform it's anything but a yield initiating 

a motor, turning on a LED, appropriating something on 

the web. Arduino/Genuine Uno is a microcontroller 

board reliant upon the ATmega328P (datasheet). It has 

14 electronic information/yield pins (of which 6 can be 

used as PWM yields), 6 basic Information sources, a 16 

MHz quartz valuable stone, a USB affiliation 

 

2.4. RELATED WORK 

The concepts which are in creation in reality are 

somewhat costly in nature. This project features the use 

of automated safety and remote access securely using a 

cheap alternative. Also, we can use it in a normal car 

without much addition of parts and weight. Luxury and 

Safety are one of the important features we see in this 

project. This car features characteristics which are 

needed by people to reduce their efforts. 

. 

 

 

 

 

  5)  SMA MODLE 

 
FULL BODY  

FULL BODY FOR SIDE VIEW 

 

 

RESULTS 
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  6)  LIMITAIONS 

Metal locators have a few restrictions, including: 

Can't recognize metals with unfortunate conductivity 

Metal locators experience difficulty identifying metals 

like hardened steel, which have low attractive porousness 

and poor electrical conductivity. Can’t recognize 

gemstones Metal locators can't find gemstones. Can't 

identify packaging’s with metal. Metal locators can't 

recognize packaging containing metal, like aluminum, 

aluminized film, or tinplate. Can cause electrical 

impedance Metal finders make electromagnetic fields 

that can disrupt electronic gadgets, including clinical 

gadgets like pacemakers. Metal identifiers can be 

valuable for actual security, assisting with finding 

weapons like blades, firearms, and explosives concealed 

inside packs or pockets. They can likewise assist with 

finding explosive traps, covered items, and minerals. 

Metal locators can be costly, require ordinary support, 

and can be tedious to utilize. To keep your metal finder 

clean, you can wipe down the pursuit loop and control 

lodging with a moist material after each utilization. For a 

more exhaustive cleaning, you can utilize a gentle 

cleanser and water arrangement, however you ought to 

stay away from brutal synthetics or rough materials that 

could harm the indicator.     

 

   7)   FUTURE SCOPE 

• We can interface sensors to this robot so that it 

can monitor some parameters. We can add wireless 

camera to this robot, while preserving valuable land for 

agriculture or other areas. Smarter versions of line 

followers are used to deliver mails with in office building 

and deliver medications in a hospital. This technology 

has been suggested for running buses and other mass 

transit systems and may end up as a part of autonomous 

cars navigating the freeway. The objective of the robot is 

to perform multiple function which is obtained for which 

it uses ultrasonic sensors which detects the objects and 

sends the information to L298N comparator and then to 

1 bridge which controls the working of the wheels. 

Microcontroller controls the other operations in more 

adaptable and comprehensive engineering solutions. 

Applications for these dampers include energy-efficient 

systems, active vibration control, and structural health 

monitoring 

 

 8) APPLICATION EXPANSION:  

• It can be used in various industries where human 

intervention is not desired. 

• It can be used to develop robot with military 

applications. 

•  It provides more application based on Android 

operating system. 

• With tremendous smart phone in markets, it is 

bound to have many more applications in near future. 

• It can be used for city wars. 

• It can be used in robot navigation system 

•  They can be used in dangerous environment 

• They can used for army operations. 

 9) CONCLUSION 

The combination of multiple features on a single robot 

makes it efficient. Also has Effective Cost. Arduino 

being an open source hardware is a versatile and easy 

platform for this project. In this project we have studied 

and implemented a Multifunctional robe Robot wing 

Microcontroller. The programming and interfacing of 

microcontroller has been mastered during the 

implementation. When upload complete the code will 

start ramming. Mini servo will position 90. Important: 

Re-position the Face Holder on the servo if needed. You 

can now test Robot movement and action mode with 

serial command. Today we find most robots working for 

people in industries, factories, warehouses, and 

laboratories. Robots are useful in many ways. For 

instance, it boosts economy because businesses need to 

be efficient to keep up with the industry competition. 

Therefore, having tubes. The functions is more secure & 

further surroundings pleasant because of the furnish 

helps business owners to be competitive, because robots 

can do jobs better and faster than humans can, Yet robots 

cannot perform every job; today robots roles include 

assisting research and industry Finally, as the technology 

improves, there will be new ways to use robots which 

will bring new hopes and new potentials.  
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